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A holiday helping of the Beacon

Nicholas Cage is coming. Get pumped.
BY KAITLIN FLOERCHINGER
A&C CO-EDITOR

After
a
somewhatsuccessful semester of nGage
sessions,
Northwestern
has decided to alter their

approach to meaningful
conversation for campus.
Beginning
next
month,
student life has decided
to replace these sessions
with someting a little more
relevant: the nCage series.

Did you know we have a website?
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“We’re really excited
about this new adventure,”
said Dean of Students
Vulie Eermeer Jelliot. “We
think a lot of students will
learn and grow in a lot of
different ways.”

The nCage series will
focus on the filmography and
other career achievements
of one of the greatest actors
of our generation, Nicholas
Cage. His illustrious time
in Hollywood will be the
centerpiece of a series that will
focus on love, compassion,
kindness and how to deal with
success.
“I’m super excited to take
part in this,” Lilly Van Veld de
Vander said. “Nic Cage is such
a prominent figure in our
society; I think we can learn
a ton from the characters he
portrays.”
The nCage sessions will
focus on several of Cage’s more
popular and successful films,
such as “Left Behind”, “Ghost
Rider”, “Knowing”, “National
Treaure” and one of the best
cinematic masterpieces ever,
“Raising Arizona.” Different
themes and characters will
be evaluated, and students
will get the opportunity to
dress up as Cage’s characters
for a day in order to fully
integrate themselves into the
experience.

One perk of attending
the sessions is a free viewing
of each film. Because of the
time needed to watch the
movies in their entirety, the
sessions will run a bit longer
than the nGage sessions that
are happening now.
“Obviously the movies
are all fairly substantial
in their greatness, which
also means they are long,”
Eermeer Jelliot said. “The
community and conversation
following the movie will also
be criticial. So make sure to
block out about four hours for
each session.”
As a very special kick-off
for the series, Cage himself
will be attending the first
session. He was unable to
be interviewed due to the
latest film he is working on.
However, his agent Marck
Hammilten-Schauve said in
a press release that “Mr. Cage
is very excited to participate
in such a prestigious session
focusing on his high levels of
success.”
Because of the secular
nature of many of Cage’s films,

the Christian conversation
element will be excluded from
the sessions.
“It can be difficult to
apply Christianity to the films
we’ll watch,” Chaplain Harlem
Van Dordt said. “But we do
encourage students to talk
about how this affects their
faith on social media, such as
Facebook, Twitter or Yik Yak.”
Some students, however,
are resistant to excluding
their faith.
“I think it’s ridiculous to
ignore the Christian element
to Nic’s films,” said Nick
Von Myerson. “Left Behind
was one of the greatest
representations
of
what
it takes to be a Christian
today, and I think we should
embrace that and proclaim it
to the haters on campus.”
“Left Behind” will be
the first film to be shown
and discussed on January
12. The session will begin
at 6 p.m. in the Vogel
Community Room. Students
will be given free popcorn if
they show their ID and pay
the $2 admittance fee.

Your car got towed

BY SARAH WEDEL
NEWS EDITOR

This morning Northwestern students woke up to a surprise: empty parking lots. Where did
all of the cars go?
“We were just experiencing way too much confusion about where students could and could
not park for snow removal,” Head of Campus Security, Beter Poerema said. “So we just decided it
would be easier if no cars were parked on campus overnight anymore during the winter months.”
The number of cars towed at night has increased dramatically in the last couple of weeks
because many students have mistakenly left their cars parked in no overnight parking areas.
However, despite numerous and frequent emails from Campus Security dictating the parking
regulations, students have been slow to catch on. So campus security decided last night that
desperate times call for desperate measures.
“The last couple of weeks we have just become fed up with students that are incompliant with
the parking rules,” Poerema said. “Something drastic had to be done.”
Last night, Poerema called all of the towing companies in Northwest Iowa to come and
remove all the cars parked on campus.
“Parking on campus is a privilege not a right,” Poerema said. “If they are going to disregard
our rules then we are going to revoke their parking privileges.”
It took a crew of thirty towing trucks all night to empty Northwestern’s parking lots. The cars
were distributed around town to different business’ and churches’ parking lots. Some residents of
Orange City event woke up this morning with new cars in their driveways.
Many students who needed to drive places this morning spent several hours wandering
Orange City looking for their cars. Wathan Nedel said he found his car at Trinity church.
“I know NW encourages students to find out about local churches, but I think this tactic is
taking things way too far,” Nedel said.
Other students found their cars parked in people’s driveways around Orange City.
“I found my car in Professor Bonder Vruegge’s driveway,” Kember Korverly said. “I haven’t
wanted to see him since Intro to Bib Studies.”

Poerema said he hopes this tactic will teach students their lessons and that hopefully come
spring, NW can safely reopen its parking lots to student’s cars. Until then, Poerema recommends
that students make parking arrangements with Orange City residents, businesses and churches.
“If this doesn’t teach them their lesson, I don’t know what will.” Poerema said.

Here he comes.
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Five stages of defining the NW relationship

BY JESSIE SCHULDT
FEATURES CO-EDITOR

Young adults often have
a difficult time accurately
communicating their feelings
toward one another. In light
of this important social issue,
Northwestern has decided
to suggest several new
guidelines to help males and
females alike establish clear
boundaries with the opposite
gender.
The issue was brought to
the attention of Colenbrander
Resident Director Dusty
Spam in his weekly meeting
with resident assistants.
Coly RAs explained that
freshmen men in Coly were
struggling to express their
feelings to women without
having
that
infamously
awkward “talk.” With the
help of Marvin Hammerdink
and Vulie Eermeer-Jelliot,
Spam has developed a fivelevel system for relationship
identification.
The following scenarios
are to act as a means of
understanding this system.
Level One (Friendship):
You just met an individual of

the opposite sex. You want to
get to know them as a friend,
so you invite them to spend
time with you. If this is the
situation, you should place
two pieces of duct tape in the
shape of a cross on the front
of your door with the door
propped open at least 3.5 feet.
Message communicated
to individual: “Hey. I want
to be your friend, but not a
special friend at this moment
in time.”
Level Two (Talking):
You have decided this is
someone you seem to be
compatible with, and the two
of you have been “talking” or
maintaining a steady level of
communication throughout
the day via text messaging
and social media. It is
recommended that you place
a cinder block in the doorway
of the room you occupy. The
door fully propped open.
Message communicated
to individual: “I am seeking
to know you on a superficial
level, but you aren’t significant
other material just yet.”
Level Three (Dating):
You are now to the point

of partaking in activities
such as dinner, a movie
or short bouts of vertical
snuggling, thus classifying
you as a dating couple. In
this situation, ideally the
door should be propped open
4.2 feet. This allows for you
as a couple to have a level of
privacy that will let you get to
know one another, while still
being accountable for your
actions.
Message communicated
to individual: “I am interested
in pursuing your heart by
spending more quality time
with you.”
Level Four (Serious
Dating): You have been going
out together for a while, have
made it Facebook official and
have a designated date table
in the caf. When hanging
out in a room together,
you are advised to place a
hanger in the door (as that
is the universal NW sign of
being with someone you are
attracted to.)
Message communicated
to individual: “I think
you’re neat, and I want the
world to know.”

Tic-Tac freshens up campus

PHOTO BY PAPARAZZI
Students at NW turn to Tic Tac to send posts of
encouragement to others on campus.

BY WILL NORRIS
A&C CO-EDITOR

In an attempt to put Northwestern on
the app map, NW web and app developers in
the computer science department are excited
to introduce a new application for iOS and
Android. The social media app Tic Tac is
created to post anonymous, encouraging
and uplifting tweet-length posts within the
campus community.
Tic Tac, the app to freshen your day,
allows anonymous posters to show their
genuine support and encouragement for
others. In Dean of Students Vulie ErmeerJelliot’s opinion, this is just the kind of thing
campus stands for.
“Students at NW are all about bringing
each other up,” Jelliot said. “And Tic Tac is a
great way for students who are too timid to

encourage people face-to-face to show their
support by a few kind anonymous words. It’s
a sort of passive reassurance.”
The app also has a proxy setting that
makes sure that any negative or offensive
words posted will be automatically changed
to words of support. Words such as “stupid”
or “ugly” will be shifted to NW appropriate
praise words like “magnificent” or “glorious.”
“The app can never be discouraging,”
Jelliot said. “Not necessarily because
of what people post, but because it
automatically changes discouraging words
into uplifting ones.”
One of the newest features on the Tic-Tac
application is the ability for NW professors to
up-vote the post or double-up-vote the post,
depending on the level of encouragement.
That way, professors can connect to students
without sacrificing their position of authority.
With the high level of encouragement
coming from the Tic Tac app, Jelliot plans not
only for professors to up-vote students, but for
NW to up student enrollment.
“By introducing Tic Tac to our social
media at NW, our hope is that prospective
students will see the reassuring community
we have on campus,” Jelliot said.
“This app, intended to ‘freshen your day,’
will hopefully freshen NW perspective and
ultimately freshen prospective’ perspective
on NW.”
Starting Jan. 9, 2015, Tic Tac will be
downloaded on every computer connected to
the NW web server under the TacAgent.

Level Five (Engaged):
You did it! You achieved
the highest pre-marriage
level. If you need something
to
communicate
your
relationship
level
to
the other person in the
relationship at this point,
you probably have an
issue. But, just in case, it
is recommended that you
hang a Ring Pop on the
door handle with the door
propped completely open.
Message communicated
to individual: “We’re getting
married. I hope you know
that.”

After
releasing
the first draft of these
recommendations to a focus
group of Coly freshmen, many
men responded positively.
“I’ve been having a
hard time explaining my
true feelings for this girl
in my FYS class,” Dalton
Vandenlangenberg
said.
“Now that I know what to do,
I hope that she’ll catch the
hint that I really want to get
to know her.”
The formal system will
be laminated and placed
in all RSC mailboxes at the
beginning of the spring
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Orange City

Shows & Times Dec 5-Dec 11

HUNGER GAMES
MOCKINGJAY PART 1 PG13

Fri 6:40 9:30, Sat (2:00) 6:40 9:30
Sun (2:00) 6:40, Mon-Thurs 6:40

DUMB & DUMBER TO PG13
Fri 6:55 9:25, Sat (2:10) 6:55 9:25
Sun (2:10) 6:55, Mon-Thurs 6:55

BIG HERO 6 PG

Fri 6:50 9:20, Sat (2:00) 6:50 9:20
Sun (2:00) 6:50, Mon-Thurs 6:50

HORRIBLE BOSSES 2 R 
Fri 7:10 9:35, Sat (2:10) 7:10 9:35
Sun (2:10) 7:10, Mon-Thurs 7:10

PENGUINS of
MADAGASCAR PG 

Fri 7:00 9:20, Sat (2:20) 7:00 9:20
Sun (2:20) 7:00, Mon-Thurs 7:00

All Seats $5 Tuesday!
$2 Soft Drinks & $2 Popcorn
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Hangers in dorm doors signify that you are on the serious dating level.
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MANDATORY
ATTENDANCE!!!!!!

BY JORDAN DYKSTRA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
R
A
I
D
E
R
S
UNITED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS AT NORTHWESTERN: YOU MUST GO TO EVERY
SINGLE SPORTING EVENT ON THE CALENDAR OR ELSE YOU WILL BE SUBJECT TO
AUTOMATIC DISMISSAL FROM CAMPUS. ATTENTION, I REPEAT, YOU MUST GO
TO EVERY SPORTING EVENT OR BE PREPARED TO SUFFER THE HORRIBLE AND
EXTREME CONSEQUENCES. ACTUALLY, THAT IS ALL YOUR LIFE WILL CONSIST
OF FROM NOW ON. YOU WILL WAKE UP WITH A SMILE ON YOUR FACE, AND YOU
WILL ENJOY RAIDER ATHLETIC EVENTS UNTIL THE DAY YOU DIE. THAT IS YOUR
PURPOSE AND MISSION IN LIFE. ALPHA, CHARLIE, BRAVO. OVER AND OUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
In a striking move, NW has made attendance to every sporting event — both home and
away — mandatory as subject to new policy. Students will receive attendance cards similar to
the current chapel card system.
“I think it’s great,” said Jake Vanderlsoeghoven. “What’s better than going to something you
don’t have time for?”
If students choose not to attend every sporting event, they will have a choice of two
punishments. The first potential consequence is automatic dismissal from campus. The other
option involves the student allowing themselves be a tackling dummy during football practice.
“We are always looking for fresh meat to devour at practice,” said head coach Myles
Bachterhoff.
The new policies regarding athletic event attendance will begin during the spring semester.
“WE ARE EXTREMELY EXCITED FOR THE NEW POLICIES TO BE INSTATED,” said
Pearl Moudstra, Athletic Director.
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New majors = cool
BY ABBIE AMIOTTE

Northwestern has announced the new
areas of study to be offered in the 2015-16
school term. The new majors, minors and
concentrations are offered in response to
student interest in academic subject areas of
study that are left out of current curriculum.
Nine new faculty members will be hired
to meet the demand of the 13 new areas of
study. Courses within those degrees will
be taught by current faculty members. For
example, Professor Mam Sartin who currently
teaches in the English department will add
two new classes to his course load in the new
Canadian Studies major.
“I’m thrilled to teach students about my
homeland,” Sartin said. “I’m not even worried
about the extra work; I’m just glad people are
interested.”
A degree in Christian Women Studies will
give an outlet for disgruntled men and women
on campus to release their frustrations at the
rampant inequality. This major requires a
practicum in peaceful protest and a class on
the roles of women in the church and family.
All classes are based heavily on discussion

more than lecture.
“Women and men are angry, and they
need an outlet to learn about the issues and
discuss them,” Jean Markinson, department
chair, said. “We added the ‘Christian’ aspect
to separate this major from those offered at
other institutions. This major will still have
Christian integration,”
More than 20 students have already
enrolled in the Christian Women Studies
major.
Student response to the announcement
of new degrees has been overwhelmingly
positive.
“I feel as though the administration has
really listened this time,” Marty VanTringle
said. “I was going to have to just build my
own major by doing a lot of directed studies,
but now I can just get my degree in puppetry
like I’ve always wanted to.”
Other new majors include Corn Studies,
Dutch History, Spousal Interactions, Home
Economics, Philosophy of Football, Poultry
Science, How-to-Be-a-Neighbor and Fashion
Design.
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Dordt accepts failure, changes name
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Chapel
Monday

Mr. James
Snuggles, chemist

Tuesday

Mitt Romney,
life coach @ Fail
Rehab Int.

Wednesday

Chuck Norris, ‘nuff
said

Friday

Mickey Mouse

BY STEPHEN DYKSTRA
Longtime rival Dordt
College recently announced
its intentions to officially
change its name. After several
months of market research,
focus groups and opinion
polls, Dordt will now be known
as Northwest Northwestern
College, as confirmed by a
statement released on Monday.
“We
firmly
believe
this is the best step for the
institution,” Dordt president
Nicolas Cage said. “We’re
finding that most prospective
students in our market are
much more receptive to the
term ‘Northwestern’ than any
other name.”
Although most current
Dordt students, faculty and
staff are questioning the
decision, Northwestern College
sees this as an opportunity to
further differentiate itself from
the school’s closest competitor.
“If anything, I think we
should be honored that our
CRC homies to the northwest
are so fond of us,” NW President
Craig Gristy said. “President
Cage let me know that Dordt

was seriously considering the
transition, and to be honest, I
didn’t think they’d do it. Well, I
guess I was wrong.”
Aside from a strategic
shift designed to attract more
students — a plan perhaps the
current NW doesn’t think will
detract their own prospects —
Dordt’s reasons for stepping
away from its old name are
somewhat personal.
“Personally, I was sick of
hearing about ‘Dork College’
and ‘friends don’t let friends
go to Dordt’ and all of that
crap,” Cage said. “Since this
institution could never really
produce
any
worthwhile
comebacks, my administration
decided that if we couldn’t be
better than NW, we might as
well join them.”
In contrast to Gristy’s
previous
comments,
the
NW public relations office
expressed concern for Dordt’s
recent name shift.
“I don’t like it all,” PR
director Bane Deeson said.
“This jeopardizes our entire
brand promise as an academic
community
engaging

PHOTO BY PAPARAZZI
Formerly-Dordt’s president Nicolas Cage discusses the college’s recent name change. The decision came to
be after several years of poor name recognition, weak branding, and decreasing enrollment.

students in courageous and
faithful learning and living
that empowers them to
follow Christ and pursue
God’s redeeming work in
the world. Now we’re gonna
have to find a new mission
statement, and it feels like we
literally just got it.”

Update Box
Update: Peter Boerema is no longer worried about overnight student parking during snow
removal. He has instead starting giving tickets to the weather for the unnecessary amounts
of snow.
Update: NW determines Raider Days to be too big of a success to only do one weekend a
year. Homecoming celebrations will now be held every weekend.
Update: Cafeteria staff has installed metal detectors on all Caf doors and security cameras
throughout the building to prevent any future “mishaps”.
Update and warning: It was previously reported that the C.C. beanies are a new trend
on campus. However, the FDC has issued a health warning concerning the beanies and their
relation to ringworm. Students are urged to stop wearing the beanies immediately.
Update: Previously, the Beacon has published two articles celebrating beards and long
hair. However, NW has determined beards and long hair to be unprofessional and is issuing a
new dress code and appearance requirement demanding haircuts and shaves for the men on
campus.

Christmas College
Event:

Tuesday, December 16
9am- 8:48pm

Free Fair Trade Coffee all day. Treats after 5:00

20% OFF EVERYTHING
Except food items

Hands Around the World
104 Central Ave. NW

737-8181

fair trade non-pro�it

“I just wanna know if Dordt’s
gonna keep its colors the same,”
student Nathan Hot-Wheels said
with some anxiety in his voice.
“My entire closet is centered
on our school colors of red and
white, and I couldn’t imagine
trying to revamp my wardrobe. I
mean, come on, nobody wants to
look like a Dordt student.”
It’s evident that the switch
will complicate things for both
institutions.
Prospective
students
will probably have a difficult
time differentiating between
the two schools. This could
be problematic for those who

believe in the separation of
RCA and CRC institutions.
“I’m not worried,” Gristy
said. “When potential students
step foot onto our campus, the
community will overwhelm
them, suck them in, and won’t
let go until they graduate five
years later. Dordt doesn’t even
stand a chance.”
When asked if NW would
press charges against Dordt
for trademark infringement,
Gristy said that “it’s not in the
school’s best interest. Such
conflict would ultimately
harm our own community on
campus.”

